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Abstract
Historically, major powers dominated the world politics and formed international system according
to their interest and small states had a nominal identity with limited influence and power. However,
international system has been experiencing changes since the Second World War.
Because, large
number of small states have emerged in world politics. The small states have been playing significant
role in regional as well international organizations. Although, major powers have been dominating
the international organizations including UN but their numbers of representation and role cannot be
ignored. They have entered various regional and international organizations and made alliances with
other states to fulfil their goals in regional and international area. Therefore, the influence of small
states have been increasing in number of crisis in international politics. Now, small states have more
influence and role in international organizations than before the history. But, they are still facing the
several challenges for their development and position in world politics. The main aim of this paper is
to examine the position and role of small states and what are the challenges facing by small states in
organizations?
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1. Introduction
International organisations have been growing since 19th century in terms of number, scope
and activities. These international organisations can be categorized as intergovernmental
organisation and international non-governmental organisations. Former comprises of those
institution which came into being through formal agreements among nations and embody
their respective governments. Best example of such type of organisation is UNO. In addition
to this, another organisations also exist. An organ of UN, Economic and Social Council can
be described as non-governmental organisation is an organisation which is not established by
an agreement among government. It can not only be defined as above because it has a broad
definition. It can be defined as non-military, non-profit and non-religious. International
organisations also can be categorized in the words of Harold Jacobson into three wide types.
One is related with security and peace, other is concerned with trade and economic affairs
and another is related with social welfare and human rights.1 Although, small states are not so
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strong politically, militarily and economically, the world community not only recognized
them but also gave economic and other assistance. Most of them are members of UNO and its
specialized agencies and some of other regional organizations and common wealth of nation
and Non-aligned movement as well.2
2. Small States and United Nations
The Second World War caused a lot of destruction and in the post war period an urgent need
was felt in the world to establish an organisation which could avoid such type of destruction
in near future. This war distressed all the great powers so they also raised their voice for the
existence of an organisation which will be for the welfare and security of all. Field Marshall
Smuts, a representative of a small state and one of the chief architects of the League of
Nations, was the first who supported the above view. "Peace not backed by power remains a
dream." This new organisation will be not for the purpose of maintaining democracy and
freedom but would have the power in hand so that it can take a strict decision at the time of
threats and violence.3 To become member of UN is very beneficial for small states because it
provides them a platform from where they can raise their voice at the time of threats or
aggression for their security.4 At the time of establishment of United Nation in 1945 it had
only 51 members. But after the decolonization and in later period disintegration of USSR,
this number began to increase. Today UNO has 192 members who collectively discuss on
any matter, debate on any issue and exercise collective responsibility. 5 Charter of UN says
that on any social and economic problem all member will cooperate. This enriched the role of
small states in UN. Although many of small states who are the member of UN, are
underdeveloped yet they get the opportunity to put pressure on industrial state for assistance.
In the conflict between great powers who all were trying to enhance their position and were
against each other, need the support of small states. This increased the importance of small
states. At the time of cold war rival powers were trying to get the support of these states
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which were nor aligned. At that time it was there choice with whom they will go or remain
nor aligned.6
To become member of UNO is a boon for small states. In spite of being week politically and
economically they stand on the world level and take part in world politics. They wish UNO
which increases their influences and power on global level should be strong.7 All members of
General Assembly are equal in terms of power of giving vote either it is Comoros or China;
Rwanda or Russia. It is an important organ of UN, makes recommendations in the matters of
UN on keeping peace, security, human rights and development issues. But its resolution is
not binding. Whereas Security Council’s decision is binding on member states. 8 The Security
Council has 15 members. Among them 5 are permanent and 10 are non-permanent. These
permanent members are great powers who have strong position in UN and have veto power
on any issue. Other 10 non-permanent members are elected by general assembly for the term
of two year. These permanent members enjoy veto power on all issues which come before
her. They decide appointment and suspension of members of UN. These five supra national
powers have the final decision on the appointment of secretary general and they amend the
charter and statute of International Court of Justice.9 When Security Council’s non-permanent
seats are seized by small states, they influence the working of council without having any
veto power. Because when Security Council passes any resolution, it needs nine votes to pass
and permanent members want positive responses from small states. Therefore support of
elected members support is also important.10 But small states always do not have the power to
cover all issues and committees at UN. So here there power seems to diminish. To become
powerful it is necessary that they all should work together but they do not do the same
because they are poor and week so they give preference to individual interests as compared to
the collective interest.11
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Small State and World Bank

Among the international organization World Bank is one of them. Main objective of the
World Bank is to raise the sustainable economic development through all over the world and
reduce the poverty. It aims to fulfil these goals through loan, technical assistance, reform in
their political structure (emphasis on economic liberalization) and research mechanism.

12

The World Bank functions according to the framework of Bretton Woods, framed by
dominant forces of world economy headed by United States of America. It function as the
policeman of International financial order. From the beginning major share was captured by
USA and later UK, France then Germany and Japan. The power of the bank is legally
assigned to the Board of Governors, comprising of one Governor and one alternate whose
appointment is done by each member country. The Board may give authority to exercise any
of its power to the executive director with the exception of
1. Admission of new member’s
2. Increase or decrease of capital stock
3. Suspension of a member
4. Decisions on appeals from interpretations of the Articles of Agreement by the executive
directors
5. Making long-term arrangement to cooperate with other international organizations
6. Decisions to suspend permanently the operation of the Bank and distribute its assets and
7. Determination of the distribution of the net income of the Bank13
General operation of the bank is directed by executive directors who exercise the powers
given to them by board of governors. There are twenty five executive directors. The five
members are appointed by US, UK, Germany, France, Japan who have largest number of
share while the remaining are elected by other members of the organization. Small countries
do not have permanent representation in executive directors’ board. In the governance policy
of bank largest shareholders are the dominated powers. Board of Governor can increase the
total number of executive directors.14 Simon Kuznets described the upper limit of Small
states as 10 million people in his book “Economic Growth of Small States”. According to this
12
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measure 134 economies are small. Population of any country can be estimated through the
size of its territory and secondly GDP. Primary objective of World Bank is to help the
countries financially which are in need and reduce the poverty. 15 It seems that Bank’s all
members control the organization through their financial aids, demand for bank services and
through representation. Bank is technically responsible to its Board for all its operations. But
reality is different because only five major countries epitomize the major shareholders of the
bank and control the executive board of International Bank

for Reconstruction and

Development( IBRD, called “hard-loan” window) and International Development
Agency(IDA called as “soft loan” window) through 37.24% and 39.78% votes. The IDA
depends mostly on the contributions of donor. These five states mutually account for nearly
$88 billion or 70.75% of IDA’s aggregate subscriptions. Among the five major countries
USA is the most powerful donor which are now controlling 13.44% of votes on the IDA
board and 16.39 percent of votes on the IBRD. United States has been most prosperous to
influence the Bank policy through its “power of purse” especially regarding IDA funding. 16
First, the small states have been using three different tactics to deal with the World Bank.
Secondly individual loan proposal were examined to conform that the proposal were in
accordance with primacies of small states. And if not, it was supposed that executive director
would interfere by asking such question regarding the proposal. And finally both tactics were
supported by the requirements of funding outside the regular budget processes.17 Most of the
small states have aligned with the World Bank policy and implemented its administrative set
ups because of getting aids. As small states have less representation in board of executive
directorate which is much responsible to formulate World Bank policy and day to day
business. The small states has less influence in World Bank policy. By 1980s World Bank
played a leading role through influencing the developmental strategies of the World and
played a key role in bilateral and multilateral contributors and also claimed new concern
along with poverty reduction and structural adjustment policy. Allocation of fund is
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influenced by the political priorities. It set up new policies and guidelines to receiving
countries.18
Although, World Bank is multilateral institution yet seems as unilateral such as import &
export bank of US to give loans for the purpose of supporting and funding particular
corporations. At the time of major debt crisis, in the early eighties are overwhelming
programme was imposed upon the small states known as Structural Adjustment Programme
(SAP).This was imposed by the World Bank on small states at a time when a country faced
any financial trouble and sought funds for the payment of private loans. At that time the
World Bank played its unilateral role while imposing conditions before giving loans to the
small states. It emphasis on development loans for specific projects like construction of dam,
road, harbor etc. So World Bank is sometimes termed as a tool in the hands of wealthy
investors and transnational corporations. Thistle believes that enormous poverty and
environmental devastation in the world is the result of an awful concentration of power in the
hand of developed countries mainly USA.19 Major Superpowers dominate the World Bank
policies so it cannot work independently. Banks’s views on poverty are alike the developed
countries and may be termed as theoretical concern for poverty. It is confirmed for its
working behaviour on broader issues. USA not only dominates the World Bank policies
through its voting power but also by using veto power on any matter. For veto 85% voting is
necessary and USA alone has the power of giving vote around 15.85%. So without USA it is
not possible to use veto power. Staff of Bank and management itself do not have any
authority to take any decision regarding Bank’s policies because of influence and domination
of USA. US executive director dominates all in executive board, even President and senior
staff are also dominated by USA. Bank’s first President, Eugene Meyer resigned from his
post because of frustration of continued US domination. USA citizen usually become the
president of Bank with the concurrence of USA president.20
By participating in such type of multilateral organisations like the World Bank, USA gets
benefitted in many ways. Alone it cannot achieve those objectives either national or
international, which it can by aligning herself with the World Bank. The objectives of USA
18
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which it wants to achieve through this organisation include, encourage trade liberalization
and better governance in the market of third world countries. And the moderation of
environmental degradation curtailing from development projects. World Bank makes the
United States aims and objectives more valuable and acceptable for the whole world, which
is not possible for the United States alone. So, an organisation works as a platform for her to
fulfil her objectives throughout the world. Being an organisation it has gotten legitimacy to
its policies and reform is accepted more legitimate and legal. There are several characteristics
of World Bank and its work which has substantial potential self-sufficiency. Unlike other
institution, it does not depend on its member states for their contribution of funds to do any
work.21
4. Small States and WTO
WTO was established in the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiation with an aim to
provide specific trade rules and procedures and liberalize the world trade. But despite these
kind of developments small states were lacking to derive benefits from it (liberalization and
globalization). Because they were facing some problem and were limiting to their economic
development. To overcome these problem they have to depend on international trade. WTO
has the power to settle disputes related to trade among member countries of it. This was a
progressive move from power-oriented approach to rule based regime to solve the trade
disputes.22 The small states have considerable similar characteristics having small size,
similar challenge posed by globalization and geopolitical legacies of former imperialism.
When they adopt practices of world economy broadly, their areas of opportunities of security
and preferences is reduced. And they try to integrate into world economic system without any
concern of their people because existing economic system imposes certain limits and
conditions to the small states.23 In WTO different countries have their own identity like their
characteristics, goals and their concern. Small states have themselves their identity in without
any reference. In 1997 firstly the question of small economies was raised in a Bolivia
discussion which included high level negotiation on trade development of small states. Later
21
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the Geneva Ministerial Declaration (1998) has addressed that small states should be given
recognition and given priority to their issues. WTO is recognizing the problem of small
states which they face in multilateral trade is discussed in agreements of WTO and
simultaneously giving special treatment.24 Dispute settlement system of WTO is evolutionary
and shapes different direction on the basis of Uruguay Round agreements. The Appellate
Body is emerged as a central judicial organ because of lack of consensus among the
members. The above body has been given the power to reform in WTO in two respect.
Firstly, Appellate body is responsible to drafting the rules with the consultation of seven
original members and Director General. Secondly, Appellate body has been influencing
organization operational procedure indirectly. Appellate Body’s decision is final on any
matter if that is disputed among different governments.25 According to a study of United
Nation, WTO signify a corporate agenda only and for small states it is only a daydream.
Legally, small countries have less importance as compare to big states or developed
countries. Advanced industrial countries has intimidated to withdraw assistances like
development aid and trade priority. The cost of contesting cases in WTO is very expensive
and difficult for small states, which make them unable to contest the cases. This whole
mechanism fulfil the interest of developed countries. Economic sanction is another way to
create domination on small states. Organizational reforms are opposed by dominating powers
specially USA. Secretariat offers training and conduct educational workshops to the
representative from small states.26 From the time of establishment of WTO it has been
changing fast, comparatively any other organization mainly in terms of economic balance of
power with the rise of new emerging economic players like China, Russia, India and Brazil.
In the beginning USA, EU, Canada and Japan were only dominating countries but recently
these above new emerging countries are included in the dominating categories. Now, all
dominating countries are big powers and no space for small states.27
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Balance of power is a fundamental question in WTO within and outside the organization. It
include dispersing powers from USA and EU to other countries, which creates equality.
WTO is an international institution which liberalize and regulate international trade. World
trade problem cannot be solved without the creating equality within WTO.28 Small states
which faces the problems to change themselves according to the present trade system. And
they need time to adjust themselves in international trade and economies. Their problem
should be given special concern to handle the vital issues to change their economies. Like
transition period should be long, trade liberalization which suit their economies and
elimination of superpower’s trade protectionism. Process to join as a member of WTO should
be reviewed as their problem and cost should be reduced. A big issue is that small state faces
lack of resources while participating in international trade organization.29 Although very
basic principle of WTO is non-discrimination among its members yet it is followed in very
rare cases. Small states are discriminated and this rule is not followed actually.
Approximately eighty six small WTO members constitute 1.5% of world trade but WTO
recognize only 1.1 as group of small states if this amount of trade of small states is
withdrawn. Then the total trade would be affected.30
5. Conclusion
Recently, Small States became a key issue in debate and discussion of academic field. The
different academician define it with different perspectives. But all are agreed on some
common characteristics of small states like small size, population and less number of natural
resources. In addition, those states which cannot defend by herself fall the category of small
states. The emergence of small states have been initiating since the Second World War
largely and it is continue till today. Thereafter, these states have entered in world politics
through several regional especially international organisations. These states present
challenges to the world powers through several international organisations. UN, World Bank
and World Trade Organisations are important international organisations and have key
influence on the world politics. Small states have also been playing a significance role in
these organizations. In UN, major power of world dominated the organisation but
28
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simultaneously small states put pressure and challenge to the major powers. They demand
reform in UNSC and criticised in General Assembly on several occasion. Small states also
pressurised the world power through delaying or against vote on several resolutions of UNSC
as a non-permanent members of UNSC. Small sates have less role in World Bank and WTO
as compare to UN. Although, World Bank played a significant role in development of small
states for the several decades. But, major power imposed certain conditions on political
system of these states through World Bank’ policies. In WTO, world powers formulate
policies and rules of international trade according their wishes and dominate world trade and
its benefits. In short although small states have less influence in international organizations
but they have acknowledged their rights unanimously and have been influencing the world
system. These states also put pressure for reform in international organizations through
several ways.
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